SpaceCote Flat
interior/wall and ceiling exterior/waterborne enamel

Revere SpaceCote Flat is designed to bring elegant style touchboard to traditional walls, allowing you to enjoy a durable easy care finish without sacrificing durability. Very adaptable, it can also be used on interior wet areas. The tough finish is washable in you can clean them, such as wall, without damaging the paint keeping them beautiful longer. Also resists mildew, stains, efflorescence, scuff and bluish marks. Also assimilates with absorbing formulations.

Preparation
• All surfaces to be coated are to be sound in condition. Dry free from dust, dirt, loose material, all oil, grease and remaining primer or undercoat (or sealer). Surfaces other than concrete will need to be ready for painting after all previous treatment has been removed.
• If it is required, treat with Resene Wash & Mild (see Data Sheet D45).
• If the surface is highly absorbent, it is advised to pre-seal with Resene Sealcoat

When applying the XG Primer Spray
• When spraying in a closed space, ensure the Resene XG Primer Spray is properly vented.
• Follow all state and local regulations for indoor use of spray products. This product may be harmful if inhaled or ingested. Seek expert advice if the presence of these materials is suspected.

Application
• Trowel coats are to be applied in two layers: dry free from dust, dirt, loose material, all oil, grease and remaining primer or undercoat (or sealer). Surfaces other than concrete will need to be ready for painting after all previous treatment has been removed.
• A final application is recommended in critical lighting areas.

This product was to be applied to 115 litres of water and 2.65 litres of paint. This surface is not in the curing stage (see Data Sheet D45) and the paint surface is still relevant. It is recommended that the appropriate Data Sheet for the resin waterborne flat.

When a CoolColour variant of this product is being used, it must be used with a primer coat of Resene Quick Dry white (see Data Sheet D45) or Resene Galvo-Prime

If the surface is water stained or has yellowed due to prolonged exposure to sunlight. See the Resene Caring for your paint finish brochure or the Resene website for a copy.

Maintenance
• Fill cracks and holes in interior walls before sealing. When seeking medical advice take this container with you.

Precautions
Repeated skin contact may cause irritation, and any eye contact will, cause irritation. Hamful to aquatic life.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Read label before use. Keep out of reach of children. This material is quite flammable and vapour contact and even minor ingestion having negligible hazard. Repeated skin contact may, and eye contact will, cause irritation. Harmful to aquatic life.

PRECAUTIONS
See NOTE FOR ADEQUATE VENTILATION. DO NOT EAT, DRINK OR SMOKE WHILE USING.

Use of Resene XG Primer Spray for further painting
Application can be used as a system for optimal results. Substitution of substrate or the application
In every case it is recommended that the appropriate Data Sheet for the resin waterborne flat.

Cleaning equipment and minimising the impact of your decorating on the environment see the Resene website. Do not discharge any paint into the environment. Resene PaintWise (NZ) or paintback.com. See the Resene Caring for your paint finish brochure or the Resene website for full cleaning instructions.

For tips on responsible disposal of paint, cleaning equipment and minimising the impact of your decorating on the environment see the Resene website. Do not discharge any paint into the environment. Resene PaintWise (NZ) or paintback.com. See the Resene Caring for your paint finish brochure or the Resene website for full cleaning instructions.

See the Resene Caring for your paint finish brochure or the Resene website for more information. See the Resene website for more information.

Please ensure that use of this product is compatible with the substrate painted surface cool to touch. Check with Resene staff

Before use: Stir well with a flat stirrer.
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